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What's New at the Co-op!
Prepared Foods for
Your Thanksgiving Meal!

Fresh Turkeys
They'll be arriving for your Thanksgiving meal
from Misty Knoll on Wednesday 11/15 and
Stonewood Farm Friday 11/17. We will have
additional fresh organic turkeys and more
Stonewood Farm turkeys arriving during the
days leading up to Thanksgiving.

Our Deli will be cooking up turkey, gravy,
sides and vegan options for those who
need smaller and convenient options for
Thanksgiving. These will be found in the
Grab and Go section of the Deli starting
the week of 11/20.

Ad deadline is the first Friday
of the previous month.
Letters to the editor must be signed
and may be edited for length.
Brattleboro Food Co-op
General Manager
Sabine Rhyne

Board of Directors
Richard Berkfield
Ruth Garbus
John Hatton, Treasurer
Emilie Kornheiser,Vice President
Beth Neher, President
Wesley Pittman, Secretary
Daniel Seals
Jerelyn Wilson
The articles appearing in this newsletter
represent the views of the individual
writers and do not necessarily reflect the
opinion of the Brattleboro Food Co-op.
Brattleboro Food Co-op
2 Main Street, Brattleboro, VT
Mon. - Sat. 7–9; Sun. 9–9
2 Main Street, Brattleboro

Main Number: (802) 257-0236
Customer Service 802
Bulk Area 812
Cheese Counter 852
Deli Counter 826
Deli Platters 838
Grocery 875
Meat Area 818
Produce Area 804
Seafood Counter 846
Shareholder Services 821
Wellness Counter 803

(Dial "0" at any time for assistance)

Moved recently?

We want to keep in touch!
Please give your new address (or any status
updates we should know) to Shareholder
Services at 802-257-0236 ext. 821.

			Thanks!
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Maya Kaimal Chickpea Chips
Non GMO Project Verified and certified Gluten Free!
Great with some local hummus or cheese during
your holiday plans. Found in the chip aisle.

Four Sigmatic
Mushroom Elixirs

Bulk Diced Almond Pieces

Four varieties: Chaga, Reishi, Cordyceps, and
Lion’s Mane. Just mix with hot water and enjoy.
Found in the the Wellness Department.

Great for snacking, baking or grinding your
own almond butter at home.
Found in the Bulk Department.

Bag-a-Bean

Recipients for November
Groundworks Collaborative
Turning Point
Cooperative Development Fund's
Disaster Recovery Fund

Organic and Conventional!

Staff Recognition
Each month we recognize a
staff member for doing a great job at the Co-op.
Staff are nominated by their colleagues and our
committee which is made up of a diverse group
from the Co-op team. We are proud to share
the winners with you in Food For Thought!
We would like to recognize Dan R. from
our Grocery Department,
for November.

CO-OP PRINCIPLE:

Concern for Community
from the GM

F

or some of us, fall brings
sports events worth
watching, along with
harvests and leaves. I too enjoy
a few hours spent watching
amazing athletes banding together
in pursuit of championships.
That’s why I happened to see a
TV commercial for a very large
national chain touting its support
of nutrition in the school system,
through the employ of chefs and
the education of providers in the
benefits of good, healthy eating
for our youth.
I am glad that some of these
multinational corporations are
speaking truths about children
and nutrition. I confess to more
than a little skepticism when
they tout their renewed sense
of health with smaller cans of
syrupy soda. I am irritated that,
with their multi-million dollar
advertising budgets, they have
the wherewithal to shout their
support of local school systems
when cooperatives around the
land have worked hard to support healthy alternatives in
classrooms for literally decades.
I reflect on a presentation I
attended at a National Co-op
Grocers meeting in September
about effective storytelling in
business, presented by Jonas
Sachs, author of Winning the Story
Wars, and videographer of The
Meatrix and The Story of Stuff.
Community engagement is
the story of cooperatives. We
actively work every day to impact
our communities in real, tangible

Sabine Rhyne, General Manager

ways, led by values that mean
a lot to us. We recognize the
work of our Co-op, whether it is
tasted at the Empty Bowls supper
every year, or seen in the parade
of schoolchildren bouncing
through the produce department
with Lizi Rosenberg, our Education and Outreach coordinator.
We even smell the work of our
Co-op, in the magnificent spread
of Scott Farm apples just inside
the door, or seen in the video
story of La Riojana, the Argentinian olive oil and wine cooperative
of farmers.
Where we need to improve
is in our ability to tell these stories effectively. How I wish for
a huge budget to enable us to
tell all the people who watch TV
about the change that co-ops are
making and also the change that
we have already achieved. The
ever-increasing percentage of

organic food sold in our nation
can be traced all the way back
to all those families gathering to
order organic produce by the
pickup truck load back in the
‘70s. The need to buy products
that were made close to home,
only very recently trumpeted by
our multinational competitors,
has been a very noticeable effort
of our co-ops for more than a
generation.
The problem is that we
constantly do all of this on a
shoestring. Because we must
compete, in an industry that
has very thin margins to begin
with and has historically been
built on cheap labor and cheap
adulterated stuff, we are definitely swimming upstream. But
if we are careful about how we
manage our assets, and we pay
mindful attention to how grocery
customers act and adjust our
offerings carefully, I believe that
we can succeed by some measure

in the balance I constantly refer
to, on which cooperatives teeter.
Through partnerships with our
community non-profits, work
on Food for All with our fellow
cooperatives in the Neighboring Food Co-ops Association,
and purple Co-op Basics support from our National Co-op
Grocers, we are addressing
price-image issues on our shelves
with good values every day. We
continue to increase our sales of
locally produced items year to
year. We work hard to ensure
that we have a good cooperative
workplace with good benefits
for our employees. In fact, here
we are at our Annual Meeting on
Friday, November 10, just down
the street at NEYT, showing
you how this past fiscal year we
managed to produce some good
results, all while advancing our
goals. We are slowly beginning
to tell our story more effectively,
but must improve the way we
message the work that we do.
Please come to share in the good
news, and come to share some
good times with other owners
who share the values of community involvement and support.
Help us to tell this story: it’s an
amazingly uplifting one!

Sabine Rhyne
bfc@sover.net
802 257-0236 x 801
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT

Seeking
Candidates for the

Board of
Directors!

Are you passionate about
the health of YOUR Co-op?
Want to help support
long-term planning of
YOUR community owned
market and deli?

Stop by Shareholder Services
for more information!

The next BFC Board
Meeting is Monday,
November 6 at 5:15pm,
in the BFC
Conference Room.

Advertise in

thought
FOR

Reach 3000+ people.

Discounts for multiple months.
For rates and information, contact

Jon Megas-Russell at 802-257-0236,
ext. 813 or bfcmrktg@sover.net

Radical Tact

by Emilie Kornheiser

I

joined the Co-op board
three years ago with a
desire to understand
where all my money was going—
to put my mouth where my
money is, in a reversal of the
popular expression. I found in
the Co-op management—and
on the board—a remarkable
transparency, a deep love
for community, many new
relationships, and an expansion of
what a friend recently described as
“radical tact.”
As you’ve no doubt read in
these pages before, the Co-op is
governed through a system called
Policy Governance. This helps
the board monitor the work of
the general manager, and yet
retain a clarity of relationships,
by asking the board to focus on
big picture questions of policy
and leave operations to the paid
staff. This system reduces confusion, clarifies power dynamics,
and makes space to look at our
financial picture with a birdseye
view. Structures such as Robert's
Rules of Order (which we also
use) and Policy Governance are
designed to organize our conversations and bring a level of
formality and boundaries in order
to make difficult discussions more
accessible and polite. However,
too often I’ve seen Robert’s Rules
silence voices in our small town
democracies.
I came to my work on the
Co-op board eager to share my
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authentic voice, as a shopper, an
engaged community member, and
a mother. Despite my experience
with town meeting when I first
moved to Vermont twenty years
earlier, it was still quite confusing. But slowly, through asking
the right questions, and some
patience in understanding our
cycle of policy reviews, I learned
how to make change from within
our system. I learned the time
of the year that we look at our
employee satisfaction survey, and
when we discuss union negotiations. I also learned that the
caring intent of my questions are
heard more clearly when I reference the ends that we strive
towards everyday. I also learned
that culture change truly is possible. Our Co-op has changed so
much in the three years I’ve been
on the board: employees are significantly happier; we’ve signed
a new union contract that most
are proud of; our cash position is
strong again; and our prices have
come down to meet the needs
of our community members’
budgets. I can claim credit for
very little of this, though I do feel
proud for all of it.
But I can claim some credit for
this: during my time on the Co-op
board, we were able—through
hard work, courageous conversations, and patience—to remake
these structures to support our
goals, rather than stifle progress
and debate. Once we set explicit
norms, focused on trust, and took

the time to hear each other, we
were able to engage in debate
that embodies this idea of radical
tact—sharing our thoughts so that
others can hear them, rather than
fearing each other’s truth and protecting our own.

One Share,
One Vote
A word of explanation:
Co-op Principle #2, one
member one vote, is the root
of our shareholder system at
the BFC.
Each BFC Shareholder has
a share in our business; they
then have a voice to vote in
elections as well as the ability to perform worker hours
and receive a discount in
appreciation for that work. If
your partner is a shareholder,
but you are not, please come
to Shareholder Services and
sign up to become an engaged
shareholder in your own
right. This will give you all the
privileges and responsibilities of being an owner of our
cooperative.
There's a bonus! You can
link your shareholder number
with your partner's and
only perform two hours per
month for both of you to
receive the discount.

Our Annual Meeting this year has moved to the New

England Youth Theatre and we want it to be a celebration. We are
honored to have Erin Maile O’Keefe host kids 7+ for CircusYoga—
it is a free activity and a blend of interactive group yoga and circus
arts. Please pre-register at Shareholder Services! We hope you
bring your kids, have dinner, send them off for an hour of fun while
you attend our business meeting and then the kids can come back
and join us for dessert and dancing to the Miles Band. The Miles
Band shines on a wide variety of musical styles, from classic Funk
and Soul, to Rock & Roll, Folk-Rock, and cool Reggae. We hope to
see you there!
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Notes

from the October 2nd
Board Meeting

1. We are starting a special
period of our annual
cycle where we prepare
for the Annual Meeting
and get ready for the
new board: a time of
review and renewal.
2. We had some discussion
about the recent resets/
reconfigurations in
the Bulk and Wellness
departments and how
that’s evolving.
3. Shareholder feedback
is taken very seriously.
Even though Board
doesn’t act on it, it’s
important for us to hear
it. I personally have the
confidence that our GM
takes all of that very
seriously.

Brattleboro
Winter Overflow
Shelter Update
and Call for
Shareholder
Meals Support
The former Austine School for
the Deaf and Hard of Hearing
will house Groundworks
Collaborative’s winter overflow
shelter. The dormitory-style
building can accommodate 33
beds, has adequate living and
dining spaces, and ample bathroom
facilities. This is an improvement
from the First Baptist Church
on Main Street which could only
handle 20 beds, and was over
capacity on 43 percent of the 167
nights the shelter was open last
winter season.
Dinner meals will still be
provided by volunteers and as a
Co-op we are again seeking
Shareholders to assist in cooking
and serving meals this winter. If
interested in supporting meals at
the Overflow Shelter please
contact Jon in Marketing at
bfcmrktg@sover.net.

COZY JARS ARE BACK!
A crock pot dinner in a jar.
Just add water and cook.

A great gift or donation to
Project Feed the Thousands.
Available in November
and December.
Contains North Bay Trading Company's
32-Bean & 8 Vegetable Soup Mix
from the Bulk Department.
Cozy Jars sell for $9.99.

Come and try it!
Wednesday, November 29
from 4-6pm
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LAUGHING
CHILD FARM
by Jon Megas-Russell

Producer

Month

OF
THE

Stop by the Co-op on November 14 from 4-6pm to meet the family from Laughing Child Farm.
You’ll leave with a smile and a pile of sweet potatoes for your next meal!
A WHOLE LOT OF
SWEET POTATOES

T

he biggest sweet potato
producer in Vermont,
Laughing Child Farm, is
tucked away in the Butternut
Bend neighborhood of Pawlet,
VT. Brooke and Tim HughesMuse have raised their family and a
whole lot of sweet potatoes over
the past five years on 39 acres.
In fact, they will grow 180,000
pounds of sweet potatoes on
their land this year, all certified
organic and mostly planted and
harvested by hand. It is a labor
of love for this family, with four
kids, a few goats, a dog and an
amazing vegetable garden. It all
started just a few miles away in
Poultney, Vermont where Tim
and Brooke both received their
undergraduate degrees in the
early 2000’s at Green Mountain
College. Green Mountain College
6 | November 2017

is a small environment-focused
school located in Poultney. Tim
and Brooke each selected the
school because it was one of the
only schools in the country at that
time that had such a strong focus
on environmental studies, geology
and stewardship of the land. This
Vermont experience aligned well
with Tim’s upbringing on a beef
farm in Maryland. Brooke grew
up in a small rural town and was
extremely excited about “saving
the world,” and when she visited
Vermont and Green Mountain
College she knew it was the place.
They met and fell in love there
and were married soon after they
graduated. While studying, Tim
had a job walking and mapping the
region around Poultney, and as he
executed his work he was able to
witness the impact of farming on
the landscape: he noticed that in
many ways it was deteriorating
the land. Once he graduated and

took on farming as his life’s work,
he took a deeply impassioned
approach, where the stewardship
of the land was of the utmost
importance.
Laughing Child Farm has been
in existence since 2007 when
they sold chicken, eggs, and vegetables at farmers markets while
they lived with their kids in yurts.
When they were toying with what
they should call the farm they
could hear their girls giggling as
they were playing and snacking in
the garden. Laughing Child Farm
seemed exactly perfect to capture
their love of family and farming.
After a few years of selling food
at farmers markets in Vermont,
they moved to Hudson Valley,
NY to take a job farming. After
a bit of time the owner of the
farm in Hudson Valley purchased
the property where Brooke and
Tim currently live and farm in

Pawlet. The family moved back
to Vermont and for a while Tim
managed both the Pawlet farm and
the Hudson Valley farm, commuting back and forth. Then, in 2014,
Brooke and Tim purchased the 39
acres of land and started to focus
and increase production of their
sweet potato crop. Since owning
their land they have dug into the
soil to determine its nutrient profile and complexities. From the
soil testing they determined it was
very fertile soil for sweet potatoes. In addition to the nutrient
profile it is dry and well drained,
which is particularly great for
potatoes. Tim actually called it the
“banana belt” of sweet potatoes
in Vermont. While it doesn't have
the warm and perfect conditions
in North Carolina, this region of
New England is in a sweet spot
and they knew is would allow for
an outstanding crop. Furthermore,
sweet potatoes are relatively

easy to grow and do not require
spraying which means they can be
easily grown in organic fashion.
Additionally, a single crop allows
for continued efficiencies—and
it didn’t hurt that there was little
competition. Lastly, sweet potatoes
are a nutritional power house and
they love eating them every day!
Why organic? Organic farming is
something they have always done
and, as Tim stated, they farm
their fields as they would their
home garden. This also made it
an easy decision to grow sweet
potatoes because they do not
have many pests and can be easily
grown in an organic manner. No
spray. No pesticides. Just organically approved soil inputs, such
as fish emulsion. It’s also great
for anyone planting, weeding or
harvesting because they can actually work without worrying about
chemicals irritating their skin or
affecting their health. Because of
the organic practices even Tim and
Brooke’s kids can help out around
the farm without any concerns.

PLANTING AND
HARVESTING
The first big lesson in sweet
potato farming Tim shared is that
this crop is not resistant to frost,
which dictates when they can
plant. With frost still possible in
May, Tim always waits until the
first week in June to plant vines
or “slips” (as Tim called them)
in the ground. They focus on
four varieties of sweet potatoes:
Convington’s (the largest crop),

Beauregard, Carolina Rubies, and
Murasaki. When the first week
in June hits, Tim takes the 24
hour round trip drive down and
back to North Carolina to buy
his organic “slips” for planting.
Upon arriving back at 6am his
team is ready to go and they
immediately start planting. The
first ten days are pivotal to the
success of a sweet potato crop as
the health of roots play the major
role. So Tim, Brooke and their
team are constantly weeding and
enter a stretch of 14 hour days
to ensure proper root health.
Once the roots are firmly in the
soil he mainly serves as a tractor
operator and a weeding specialist.
While they plant on 13 acres they
also have 13 acres where they are
growing cover crop, working on
soil fertility, and digging rocks out
of the beds. They love growing a
single crop because the schedule
is quite cyclical. While it is intense
for many months of the season
they then get some nice time off,
particularly in August and the
winter time. From May until July
work happens around the clock,
literally waking at 4:30 a.m. and,
other than meal breaks, Tim, his
team, and family are working until
midnight on some occasions. The
good news is once August hits,
the work days are a bit shorter
because most of the weeding is
done, cover crop is growing and a
few weeks remain until harvesting
begins. In fact, sweet potatoes
grow from 60-90 days depending
on the variety. In August, the
Hughes-Muse family can actually
take some time to head to the
Adirondacks to camp, fish and hike.
Harvesting begins in late August
and ends around September 20th
as all of the potatoes must be
out of the ground before it gets
too cold. If they let them stay in
the ground past the equinox, the
cold changes the culinary characteristics as well as shelf life. The

harvesting process is even more
intensive than the planting. The
team must be in fit shape, during
12-14 hour harvesting days all of
the work is done basically by hand.
The big news with harvesting
potatoes is that there is no true
automated equipment or system.
You must first mow down all the
sweet potato greens, then remove
them, loosen the soil and then
dig up the potatoes by hand. It is
back-breaking work and requires
strength and stamina. It takes
approximately 7 hours to harvest
each row; in a day they can harvest a row and half if not two, with
a crew of 8 people. All members
of the planting and harvesting
team obtain a minimum of $15
an hour. A fair wage is something
that Tim strives for, especially
since this work is intense. Once
the potato has made it out of
the ground the grading process
starts. Grading means selecting those potatoes that have the
proper shape, size, and color to
sell. Being that the crop is certified organic they cannot control
the size and shape as effectively
as some farms that work under
conventional practices. However,
they are still able to harvest close
to 180,000 pounds that meet
their grade. Ensuring the skin is
beautiful, no bug bites, and that
they have the right weight is
imperative. Tim helps to grade in
field with his team, the kids even
grade as they wash and pack but
ultimately Brooke has the final say
as her eye for grading is the best
of the family. Many of the sweet
potatoes grow to a “fancy” quality which means they are a perfect
shape and weigh about 1/3 of a
pound. The bigger potatoes are
perfect when they are about the
size of a can of beer. These beercan sized potatoes are grade A.
You will find both “Fancy” and
“Grade A” sweet potatoes here
at the Co-op! Once the graded

potatoes make it to their new
barn they must be cured. Curing
is done to toughen the skin, seal
them up, keeps them moist and
help them be shelf-stable for sale
and consumption throughout
the winter. They store the potatoes in big wooden crates that
are stacked in a 90-degree barn
heated by a wood stove. While
they are curing they are still alive
and breathing in and out, still living
once picked. In the winter time
the potatoes respirate so much
that they must work to cool their
storage building so that it maintains at 55-degree temperature.
Once the potatoes are harvested
and cured the winter work begins
which is washing, drying, packing
a delivering. At this time they sell
all of their potatoes in 8-9 months,
with future plans to have a yearround supply. Laughing Child Farm
distribute their potatoes directly
in their own box truck. They focus
mostly on sales to co-ops in New
Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, and the Hudson Valley of
New York. They mentioned that
co-ops are some of their favorite
retailer relationships. At this time
the Brattleboro Food Co-op is
their largest customer based on
volume of sweet potatoes sold.
That being said they are seeking
to expand their distribution to
more co-ops in Massachusetts
and New Hampshire. Brooke and
Tim love sweet potatoes because
(continued on page 8)
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(continued from page 7)
they are one of the most nutrientdense foods, and Tim considers
them both a health food and a
tasty snack. As he stated, “it just
depends on how you fix them.”
When sharing recipes, they talked
of Shredded Sweet Potato Pancakes with eggs, beans and salsa!
They also mentioned adding sweet
potato to everything, including
smoothies and waffles, in addition to always keeping a puree
in their refrigerator. There are
sweet potatoes in every single
one of their meals and their kids
love them, too! As Tim talked
about growth, he said his first and
foremost goal is to convince his
neighbors to grow sweet potatoes
in order to create a cooperative
growing structure. He is willing
to share all of his awesome sweet
potato growing knowledge, and
with optimal growing conditions in
Butternut Bend, it would be a winwin for everyone. He would not
need to grow additional potatoes
on his land, just aid in the efficiencies and staffing. His ultimate goal
is to hit two markers with his current business and the potential for
the cooperative. One: Affordable
and organic sweet potatoes; Two:
Farmers and employees make a
livable wage.
These are some of the best
sweet potatoes you will ever eat.
The balance of sweet and savory is
delightful and with family holidays
on the horizon make sure sweet
potatoes make it onto your menu.
Whether it be mashed, roasted,
or a part of stuffing it will be
crowd pleaser.
Need a recipe? See page 9 or visit
the recipe section of our website.

It's All About the Food!

Sweet Potatoes

I

have always loved the
glorious sweet potato!!
I ate them frequently as
a child since my mother was
very nutrition-conscious and
wanted to provide us with the
best foods. Many people I know
grew up eating sweet potatoes
with marshmallows and brown
sugar—the thought of which
is a disgrace to this incredibly
nutritious root vegetable. They
are so naturally sweet and tasty,
why would anyone want to
mask all their natural goodness?
Perhaps the reason was because
they were served out of a can,
which hardly does them justice.
A real baked sweet potato is a
sight to behold, when you cut
through the dull orange brownish
skin to find the magnificent deep
orange flesh underneath. We
are fortunate to have access to
locally grown sweet potatoes
right here in southern Vermont
and New Hampshire, since the
majority of sweet potatoes in this
country are grown in the south.
Their peak season is from early
fall though many of the winter
months, provided they are stored
in a cool dark place. There are
reported to be 400 varieties of
sweet potatoes, and they with
yellow, white, cream, orange,
pink, and purple flesh. But the
deep orange sweet potatoes are
most commonly grown here.
Sweet potatoes’ nutrition and
health attributes are many so
you can’t go wrong by eating this
ever so special vegetable. Some
of the main attributes are their
rich antioxidant nutrients, their
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anti-inflammation and antibacterial
properties, and their blood-sugar
regulating benefits. They contain a
wealth of vitamin A and are also a
good source of vitamin C, manganese, copper, potassium, and many
B-vitamins. One medium-sized
sweet potato provides four to six
grams of fiber, which rates well in
that category.
Now to get down to the real
nitty gritty health benefits of this
super root vegetable: research has
shown that consumption of several
of the plant compounds found in
sweet potatoes can reduce the
possible health risks associated
with heavy-metal toxins (i.e.,
arsenic and mercury) and free
unstable oxygen radicals. These
free radicals circulate in the body,
waiting to cause havoc and health
problems, and none of us want
to be exposed to heavy metals
that could potentially cause health
issues. Another amazing fact about
this root is that they have specific
storage proteins called sporamins
related to their rich antioxidant
content, which protect the actual
root from physical damage out in
the field. There is a strong possibility that when we consume
the sweet potato these same
protective benefits are transmitted to us in our gastrointestinal
tract. As is obvious to the eye, the

by Chris Ellis,
Staff Nutritionist

sweet potato has a wealth of various pigments. These play a role
in their ant-inflammatory properties and research has shown
that after ingestion of the sweet
potato there is reduced inflammation in the brain and nerve
tissues throughout the entire
body. Another incredible fact
about the sweet potato is that it
has been shown to have minimal
effect on the blood-glucose level
compared to the white potato,
and part of that is due to its high
fiber content. It also appears that
sweet potatoes increase blood
levels of a protein hormone called
adiponectin (made in our fat cells),
which is associated with regulating
and modifying insulin levels in our
body. More specifics on this will
become available as more research
is conducted. Additional evidence
is also unfolding about sweet potatoes’ antibacterial and antifungal
properties, so stay tuned.
These are just a handful of the
facts, but I hope they’re enough
to entice you to add them to your
diet on a regular basis during the
next several months when they
are readily available. They are just
too good to miss out on and they
don’t have to be eaten any fancy
way—just baked, boiled, or oven
fried. By the way, boiled sweet
potatoes have been shown to have
less effect on blood-glucose levels
than baked or oven fried, but I
prefer them baked or roasted
most of all. If you want to be
more adventurous with the sweet
potato you can try the following
simple recipe.

Sweet Potato Biscuits
Adapted from a recipe from The Rolling Prairie Cookbook by a friend,
Nancy O’Connor from the Mercantile Co-op in Lawrence, KS. A great
way to get some rich vitamin A into a child, if they are picky eaters.

APPLE ROASTED

Sweet Potatoes & Squash
Adapted from From Asparagus to Zucchini 3rd Edition,
Madison Area Community Supported Coalition

15-20 BISCUITS

INGREDIENTS
• 2 cups flour; white, whole
wheat or ½ and ½.
• 1 Tbsp. baking powder
• Dash of salt
• 4 Tbsp. cold butter or
vegetable spread, such as
Earth Balance
• 1 cup milk
• 1 cup mashed sweet
potato
• 1 Tbsp. maple syrup or
honey

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 425
degrees.
2. Sift the flour, baking
powder and salt into a
medium sized bowl.
3. Cut the butter or
vegetable spread into
the flour mixture using
a pastry cutter, knives
or a food processor.

4. Mix together the sweet
potato, milk, and maple
syrup or honey.
5. Combine the flour and
sweet potato mixture
and stir together
with a fork just until
the mixture comes
together.
6. Turn dough out onto
a floured surface and
knead lightly until the
dough is fairly smooth,
using more flour if the
dough is too sticky.
Don’t over-knead since
that will make a tough
biscuit.
7. Pat the dough out to a
thickness of about ½
inch.
8. Cut with a 2-inch
biscuit cutter or small
glass.
9. Bake 15 minutes or
until just golden brown.
Serve hot!

4-6 SERVINGS

INGREDIENTS
• 1 ½ -2 pounds winter
squash (Butternut is a
good one to use but pick
anyone that you like) or
roughly 1 medium-sized
butternut squash
• 2 medium sweet
potatoes, washed well
• 2-3 Tbsp. olive oil
• 2 tsp. chopped fresh
rosemary or 1 tsp. dried
• 1 cup apple cider
• salt and pepper to taste

DIRECTIONS
1. Peel squash and remove
seeds. If sweet potatoes look good there is
no need to peel them
just wash them well.

2. Cut both squash and
sweet potatoes into
even chunks, 1 ½ inches
square.
3. Place in a baking dish
just big enough to hold
all the veggies in one
layer. Toss with olive oil
and chopped rosemary
to lightly coat them.
4. Drizzle zapple cider so
that all the vegetables
have some around
them. Season with salt
and pepper.
5. Bake until vegetables
are soft and cider is
cooked down to a
glaze, about 40 to 50
minutes.

LOCAL

Fresh Turkeys
arrive at the Co-op's Meat
Department on Wednesday,
Nov. 15!
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BULK DEPARTMENT UPDATE
Thanks for all of the feedback on our Bulk Department redesign. We appreciate the honesty,
ideas and support. We felt it appropriate to share a few of the questions/comments/feedback
from our Shoppers/Shareholders and some more information on our plans moving forward.
Please know that all feedback forms are responded to, and placed in the Café.
• “Please bring back pasta to bulk!”
• “I do not like the new bulk foods. Too low for us 65-and-older folks”
• “Disappointed that you are discontinuing bulk purchase of Shikai shampoo.”
• “Raisins in bags, larger and smaller is much more eco-friendly than the plastic boxes. Same
with sunflower seeds and pumpkin seeds—back in bags please.”
• “Please bring back chickpea flour.”

T

he first iteration of our Bulk
Department changes has
occurred. Our goals going
into this reset of the department
were three-fold:
1. Create an easier shopping
experience with better
organization of our offerings.
2.

Focus on those products that
sold well and were always
fresh and remove those that
were not selling and were
often composted.

3. Lower shelving to create
better light and allow our
staff to be visible and provide
the best possible customer
service.
Did we get it right? Well, that’s
up for debate, but the good news
is that we have appreciated all of
the feedback that has been shared
with us. Based on the feedback
and some conversations between
our Bulk and Grocery departments, we have some immediate
and long term changes to share as
well as few updates.
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Bin Locations
The lower bins in the Bulk
Department that may be difficult
for some to reach will be remedied. We are in the process of
ordering some new shelves and
will work through some different
solutions over the coming month.
The bad news is it takes at least
5 weeks for our new shelves and
hardware to arrive. The good
news is that by early December
you will notice changes to the
lower bins. In the meantime stop
any staff in the store and ask for
help filling your bags or containers.

Bulk Soap
There have been rumors that this
area of Bulk will disappear. Let me
please dispel those rumors, this
section will be staying. The Bulk
Department will be finding a better
location and solution for storing
the soaps. Offerings will primarily
focus on on Castile soaps, laundry detergent, and dish soap. The
remainder of bulk soap offerings
such as shampoo and conditioner
will transition over to the Wellness

Department in gallon jugs.

Grocery Offerings
Packaged options for products
such as sorghum flour, coconut
flour, chickpea flour, mini-chocolate chips and bulk tofu are
all available in the Grocery and
Dairy departments. They are at a
lower or similar price to the bulk
offering, and are often fresher,
maximizing nutritional value. Ask
our Bulk team if you need a hand
and please know that we can
special order almost anything for
you, just fill out a form and we can
work on getting it in for you.

Bring Back a Few
Items
We are pleased to share that
a few staple items such as soba
noodles and brown rice pasta are
already back in the Bulk Department. We also have plans to brings
back the cashew butter and tahini;
this will take us a few weeks to get
the right refrigeration options and
shelving, but know that it will be a
mainstay moving forward.

Packaging
We have transitioned almost
entirely to #1 clamshell packages
for our dried fruit and many other
items. This transition occurred
because they are recycled, 100%
recyclable and re-usable, unlike
our past offerings which had twist
ties that ended up in landfills and
bags that, while re-usable, were
not recyclable and again ended up
in the landfill. Please know that
special orders and large bags of
almost any product is available. If
you would like to further cut down
on packaging either please bring
your own container or ask for large
bags of staple items such as raisins,
sunflower seeds and more.
Thanks for your support,
patience, and feedback through
this process. We aim to get this
right, and without such a loyal and
vocal shopper and Shareholder
group we would not be able to
meet your needs.
Thanks!
The Bulk Department

Classes, Demos & Events @ the Co-op
November 2017
like us on facebook!

Full descriptions, or any changes or updates can be found at BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop
Changes and updates are also posted on facebook.

All classes (kids & adults) require pre-registration. To register for a class, contact Shareholder Services:

Shareholder Services is available in-store every day from 10am-7pm, by phone at 802-246-2821, and by email at msbfc@sover.net

Be sure to give us your name, student's name and a telephone number where we can reach you. It is important you tell us kid's ages, and if they have allergies to wheat, dairy or nuts. All of
our classes are open to everyone in the community. Kids classes are open to children of any age. Kids under 12 may not attend adult classes. All classes require a minimum of 3 students to
run., and unless otherwise noted, take place in the BFC Cooking Classroom and Community Room.

FREE LUNCHTIME YOGA

FREE TASTING/SAMPLING*
WINE & CHEESE

BFC THANKSGIVING SIDES

An inspiring, all-levels, yoga class lead
by a different instructor every week.

Come to the Co-op the second Thursday
of every month for a unique sampling of
featured wines* paired with cheese.

Come to the Demo Counter to sample
the BFC Deli's famous Holiday Side Dishes.

November 1, 8, 15, 22, 29
(Wednesdays) Noon - 1pm

Cost: Free Class for Shareholders
Location: BFC Community Room

FREE STORY & SNACK
November 3, 10, 17, 24
(Fridays) 10:30-11:30am

Bring the kids to KidsPLAYce for a story
and healthy snack from the Co-op.
Cost: Free Event for Kids
Location: KidsPLAYce: 20 Elliot Street

GALLERY WALK SAMPLING
November 3 (Friday) 4-6pm

Stop by the Co-op for a Tasting/Sampling
during your Gallery Walk in town.
Cost: Free Event for Everyone
Location: In the store.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING
November 6 (Monday) @ 5:15pm
Location: BFC Conference Room

November 9 (Thursday) 4-6pm

Cost: Free Event for Everyone
Location: In the Store
* Restrictions: Must be 21+ years of age

with valid ID in accordance with Vermont law.
ANNUAL MEETING

November 10 (Friday) 6-9:30pm

6-7pm: Dinner, Photo Booth and Mingling
7-8pm: Business Meeting and Free Kids
CircusYoga (ages 7+) during the meeting.
8-9:30: The Miles Band and Dessert.
RSVP for door prizes, and
PRE-Register kids for the CircusYoga,
at Shareholder Services!
Location: New England Youth Theatre
on Flat Street
PRODUCER OF THE MONTH
LAUGHING CHILD FARM
November 14 (Tuesday) 4-6pm

November 6 (Monday) 5:15-6pm

Come to the Co-op and meet the folks
from Laughing Child Farm and sample
some amazing SWEET POTATOES!
Location: in the Store!

Cost: Free Event for Shareholders
Location: BODY in Harmony Fitness Studio

FREEDOM FROM THE
BLOOD SUGAR BLUES

FREE SPIN CLASS

Every ﬁrst Monday of the month, take a
spin class with Susie (from Seafood).
22 High Street, Brattleboro

CLASS FOR ADULTS

Something Made, Something New,
Something Fresh, Not Much to Do
(BREAKFAST)
11/14/17 (Tuesday) 5:30-7pm

(SUPPER)
12/5/17 (Tuesday) 5:30-7pm

If you don't cook, or don't have time to
cook, this class is for you! Learn how to
make quick, healthy meals using already
prepared food as a foundation
for the meal. You will be shown how
“convenience” foods have a healthy
place in everyday cooking. Simple
training of some basic techniques for
cooking will be taught while preparing a
wonderful meal together.
Instructors: Nancy Schaefer (Health
Coach at BMH) and Lizi Rosenberg (BFC
Education & Outreach)
Cost: $7/$5 Shareholders— per class.
Location: BFC Cooking Classroom

Holistic Strategies for Mood Swings,
Diabetes and Hypoglycemia

November 15 (Wednesday) 6-7:15pm

Blood sugar imbalances can affect mood,
memory, and quality of life. Learn about
foods and herbal remedies which can
balance blood sugar. This talk
will be loaded with valuable information.
Instructor: Cindy Hebbard
Cost: Free Class for Adults
Location: BFC Cooking Classroom

IT'S ALL ABOUT THE FOOD:
SWEET POTATOES
Nov 17 (Friday) 11:30am-1:30pm

Sample Food For Thought's featured food —
Sweet Potatoes. Join Katherine Barratt at
the Demo Counter to try a free sample.
Cost: Free Event for Everyone

THE GREAT TURKEY TASTING
November 17 (Friday) 4-6pm

We are roasting a Stonewood Farm Turkey
for you to taste! Don't miss this juicy
opportunity to try it yourself.
Location: at the Demo Counter

November 21 & 22
(Tuesday & Wednesday) 4-6pm

Cost: Free Event for Everyone
Location: At the Demo Counter

—— CO-OP CLOSED ——
IN OBSERVANCE OF THE
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY
November 23 (Thursday)

Happy Thanksgiving to all of our wonderful
customers. We give thanks for your being
a part of our cooperative community!
PLAID FRIDAY

November 24 (Friday)

Show your support for locally owned
businesses and wear plaid while you shop!
FUN WITH FOOD AND ART:
ANIMAL DREAMS
November 28 (Tuesday) 3:30-5:30pm

The class will meet at Brattleboro Museum
and Arts Center for an up-close look
at the current art exhibit followed by a
hands-on creative activity at the museum.
Afterward, the class will walk up to the
BFC Kitchen to make something delicious
using the Vermont Harvest of the Month
Vegetable: Sweet Potatoes.
Instructors: Lizi Rosenberg (BFC Education & Outreach) and Linda Whelihan
(BMAC Educator)
Cost: Free Class for Kids
Locations: BMAC (Brattleboro Musueum

and Art Center) and BFC Cooking Classroom
FUN FOODS FROM AROUND
THE WORLD: POLAND

November 30 (Thursday) 3:30-5pm

When your children enter our cooking
classroom, they will be transported to
Poland where we will make the national
dish of this country: pierogi (or as Lizi's
Mom used to call them, "varenyky"). In
Poland, kids and adults alike eat these
savory (or sweet) small, pillowy dough
pockets ﬁlled with cabbage, onions and
mashed potatoes. We will make ours with
sweet potatoes in honor of the Vermont
Harvest of the Month vegetable.
Instructor: Lizi Rosenberg
(BFC Education & Outreach

THE DAY KITCHEN
COZY JARS, YUM — JUST ADD WATER
November 29 (Wednesday) 4-6pm

Join the Co-op in kicking off the cold
weather season with some warm, healthful, and satisfying food featuring the "Cozy
Jar" Bean and Vegetable Soup. We will
have a hot pot for sampling. Great gift idea
or donation to our local food shelf!
We will also present some terriﬁc jarred
gift ideas you can make from our Bulk
Department's treasures.
Cost: Free Event for Everyone
Location: at the Bulk Window

PROJECT FEED
THE THOUSANDS

November and December

Donate to PFTT at the checkouts during
November and December via Bag A Bean!
Help us raise $90K +200,000 meals.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR!
FOOD CHOICE CLASS SERIES
5 Part Series (Take 1 or all 5)
Jan 6, 13, 20, 27 and Feb 3
(Saturdays in 2018) 1-3pm

Explore the connection between food
choices, food production systems, and
their impacts on both human and environmental health. Learn which food choices
can lead to optimal human health, while
having the least environmental impact.
Learn to evaluate water use, land requirements, energy use, and waste production
to assess the ecological footprint and
sustainability of our daily food–consumption decisions. We will also sample many
delicious foods!
Jan 6: Whole Food & Fiber
Jan 13: Fat Facts
Jan 20: Sugar
Jan 27: Overﬁshing & Sea Vegetables
Feb 3: Get to Know Your Greens
Instructor: Robin Matathias, Adjunct

Professor of Environmental Studies at
Keene State College
Cost: Free Class for Adults
Location: BFC Cooking Classroom

Cost: Free Class for Kids!
Location: BFC Cooking Classroom

BRATTLEBORO FOOD CO-OP MAKES THESE CLASSES AND EVENTS AVAILABLE TO EVERYONE IN THE COMMUNITY!
MOST ARE FREE OF CHARGE AND ALL ARE FUN, INFORMATIVE AND ENGAGING.
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Dottie's

DISCOUNT FOODS
facebook.com/
facebook.com/

DottiesDiscountFoods
DottiesDiscountFoods

Grains • Snacks • Coffee • Pasta • Milk • Juice

SAVE UP TO 80%
EVERY DAY!

77 Flat Street, Brattleboro
802-246-0053 • Open 7 Days

Every-Day Low Prices!

Look for this logo in-store for

➘

➘

Look for this logo in-store for

Rotating Sales!

Co-op Deals circular, coupons, and monthly In-Store Flyer are available at the store entrance and online at BrattleboroFoodCoop.coop

